MRI Evaluation of Ankle and Foot in Patients with Known Rheumatoid Arthritis
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Abstract: The role of MRI in the early diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis, tendon and bone pathologies in Rheumatoid Arthritis, helps in early treatment before permanent damage occurs. The study aims to evaluate the role of MRI in patients with known RA presenting with ankle/foot pain and to compare the different imaging features with previous studies. The study was conducted in the Department of Radio-Diagnosis, S N Medical college and Little Flower Hospital Ernakulam during the period of January 2013 to April 2015. Study group involves patients with known RA and having ankle pain referred to the Radiology Department, SN Medical college, where UGG was done and as further investigation, undergone MRI at Little Flower Hospital Ernakulam for the time duration of January 2013 to April 2015. Contrast enhanced MRI scan was performed using 1.5T MRI scanner (GE Signa HDxt). Total 72 patients (36 patients each in study group and comparison group) were included in the study. In our study, synovial thickening was the most common pathology affecting the joints in inflammatory arthritis and was present in 100% cases of inflammatory arthritis. Our major observations are, MRI could detect 100% (n=62) of rheumatoid arthritis were associated with enhancing synovial thickening, 84% (n=52) had joint effusion, 58% (n=36) had bone erosion, 93.5% (n=58) had bone edema, 42% (n=26) had tenosynovitis, 51.6% (n=32) had secondary osteoarthritis, 3.2% (n=2) had deltoid ligament partial tear. Synovitis and effusion are difficult to differentiate on unenhanced MR images, hence needed contrast enhanced study to differentiate between the two. Our results were comparable to the reference studies. MRI is the only imaging modality, which helps in the complete visualization of the joint, bony and soft tissue pathology. MRI should be used for the gold standard for the diagnosis of RA, to evaluate the extent and severity of joint involvement.
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INTRODUCTION
Ankle is the weight-bearing joint of our body [1]. Rheumatoid arthritis is the most common inflammatory arthritis, affecting approximately 1% of the world’s population. Approximately 90% of patients have involvement of the foot or ankle at some point during their disease and 20% of patients present with foot problems. Early diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis is essential for early treatment and clinical improvement of patients. MRI helps in early diagnosis of erosions, synovitis and bone marrow edema, which are found to be precursors of erosion. In the early months of rheumatoid arthritis, patients usually present with symmetric peripheral polyarthritis and early morning stiffness rather than nodules, erosions, and positive rheumatoid factor [2]. Synovitis is the earliest abnormality to appear in rheumatoid arthritis. MR imaging signs of synovitis include increased synovial volume, increased water content, contrast enhancement, or a combination these. Synovitis and effusion are difficult to differentiate on unenhanced MR images; however, very heavily T2-weighted images can be helpful in identifying synovitis, which has lower signal intensity than does joint effusion [2]. This early phase lasts for approximately 5 minutes after injection. Joint fluid enhancement occurs within minutes, reaches a plateau after 30 minutes, and persists for at least 1 hour [3]. The OMERACT group defines bone edema at MR imaging as a lesion within the trabecular bone that has ill-defined margins and signal intensity characteristics consistent with increased water content and may be seen alone or surrounding an erosion or some other bone abnormality [4]. Bone marrow edema has been found in 39% - 75% of rheumatoid arthritis patients with disease duration of less than 1 year. In one series, bone marrow edema was present in 39% of cases of early rheumatoid arthritis (<3 years duration) and in 68% of...
cases of established rheumatoid arthritis (>3 years duration) [5]. The detection of erosions in patients with early rheumatoid arthritis is a key imaging finding, since it indicates irreversible joint damage [6, 7]. MR imaging can assist in making an early diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis by revealing erosions, whose presence constitutes one of the ACR 1987 diagnostic criteria [8]. Tenosynovitis is clinically significant in early rheumatoid arthritis because joint synovitis and tenosynovitis represent the same process, and in some patients with early rheumatoid arthritis, tenosynovitis predominates over joint synovitis; therefore, according to Tehranzadeh et al., [9] these two conditions should be considered together to evaluate the degree of inflammation in a given patient. Tendon rupture has been related to invasion of the tendon by tendon-sheath synovitis and to fraying of the tendon against eroded bone margins. Alsuwaidi M et al., [10] studied a total of 80 RA patients with a median age of 60 years and disease duration of 5 years. A total of 97 ankles were painful, whereas 63 ankles were asymptomatic. Overall, the predominant pathology was arthritis of the tibiotalar joint (TTJ) and/or talonaviclar (TNJ) in 77%, followed by tenosynovitis of the medial compartment tendons in 28%. Arthritis of the TTJ was present in 59% and synovitis of the TNJ in 35% of the symptomatic ankles.

Javadis et al., [11] found 39% had tenosynovitis, and the tibialis posterior tendon (33.3%) was most commonly involved. For the ankle, 69.7% had active joint inflammation, with an average of 2.4 joints involved (range, 0–5 joints), and the tibiotalar joint (52%) was most commonly involved. Suzuki T et al., [12] analyzed consecutive records of 100 ankles in 74 RA patients. Among 100 ankles, synovitis of talocrural joint, subtalar joint, and talonaviclar joint were detected in 35,33, and 27 ankles, respectively. YamaguchiSh et al., [13], in their study to compare the anatomy of rheumatoid hallux valgus with that of idiopathic hallux valgus from the standpoint of joint-preserving surgery, the first metatarsal head shifted medially as hallux valgus angle increased in rheumatoid halluxvalgus, which was similar to the deformity of idiopathic hallux valgus. In the study conducted by Michelson et al., [14] in their study to assess posterior tibial tendon dysfunction in rheumatoid arthritis, between 13% and 64% of the study population were considered to have posterior tibial tendon dysfunction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study was conducted in the Department of Radio-Diagnosis, S N Medical college and Little Flower Hospital Ernakulam during the period of January 2013 to April 2015. Study group were patients with known RA and having ankle pain referred to the Radiology Department, SN Medical college, where UGG was done and as further investigation, undergone MRI at Little Flower Hospital Ernakulam for the time duration of January 2013 to April 2015. Contrast enhanced MRI scan was performed using 1.5T MRI scanner (GE Signa HDxt). Total 62 patients (36 patients each in study group and comparison group) were included in the study.

RESULTS

The age group of patients ranged from 10 years to 74 years. In the present study, the most common age group of patients presenting with ankle and foot pain was in the fifth and sixth decade, constituting 54% of the cases, with the mean age of 47 years. 90.3% of the patients with inflammatory arthritis were females and only 9.7% were males. The most common age group of patients presenting with inflammatory arthritis was fifth and sixth decades constituting 71% of the study population, with the mean age of 51 years. MRI could detect 100% (n=62) of rheumatoid arthritis was associated with enhancing synovial thickening, 84% (n=52) had joint effusion, 58% (n=36) had bone erosion, 93.5% (n=58) had bone edema, 13% (n=8) had bone collapse, 6.4% (n=4) had 1st tarsometatarsal dislocation, 42% (n=26) had tenosynovitis, 6.4% (n=4) had partial tear of tibialis posterior tendon, 3.2% (n=2) had Achilles tendinosis, 51.6% (n=32) had secondary osteoarthritis, 3.2% (n=2) had deltoid ligament partial tear, 16% (n=10) had extra articular lateral hind foot impingement and 16% (n=10) had FHL myositis. Joint effusion is the second most frequent joint pathology in inflammatory arthritis seen in 83.8% of the inflammatory arthritis cases. Sinus tarsi is the most frequently affected site (71%) followed by posterior talocalcaneal and talonaviclar joints (55% each). This is followed by the tibiotalar joint (45%). Bone erosion in juxtaarticular location was seen in 58% of inflammatory arthritis cases. It was involving talonaviclar joint in 19.3% of inflammatory arthritis cases, posterior talocalcaneal joint in 13% and tibiotalar joint in 9.6% of inflammatory arthritis cases. In our study, 32.2% (n=20) of inflammatory arthritis cases were associated with tenosynovitis. In our study bone marrow edema is the most common bone abnormality in inflammatory arthritis affecting 93.5% of inflammatory arthritis cases. Bone marrow edema was seen affecting talus in 84% (n=52) of inflammatory arthritis cases, 51.6% (n=32) cases of rheumatoid arthritis cases were associated with secondary osteoarthritis. MRI could detect 16% (n=10) cases of lateral extra articular hindfoot impingement are associated with partial tear of tibialis posterior tendon.

DISCUSSION

All the MRI scans in our study were performed using Contrast enhanced MRI scan was performed using 1.5T MRI scanner (GE Signa HDxt). Our study comprised of 74.7% of females and 25.3% of males.
In our study, synovial thickening was the most common pathology affecting the joints in inflammatory arthritis. Synovial thickening was present in 100% cases of inflammatory arthritis. MRI could detect 100% (n=62) of rheumatoid arthritis associated with enhancing synovial thickening, 84% (n=52) had joint effusion, 58% (n=36) had bone erosion, 93.5% (n=58) had bone edema, 13% (n=8) had bone collapse, 6.4% (n=4) had 1st tarsometatarsal dislocation, 42% (n=26) had tenosynovitis, 6.4% (n=4) had partial tear of tibialis posterior tendon, 3.2% (n=2) had Achilles tendinosis, 51.6% (n=32) had secondary osteoarthritis, 3.2% (n=2) had deltoid ligament partial tear, 16% (n=10) had extra articular lateral hindfoot impingement and 16% (n=10) had FHL myositis. This is similar to the study conducted by Alsuwaidi et al., [10] where the predominant pathology was arthritis of tibiotalar joint and talonavicular joint and is also similar to the study conducted by Suzuki T et al., [12] in rheumatoid arthritis patients where synovitis of talocrural joint, subtalar joint, and talonavicular joint were detected in 35%, 33%, and 27% of ankles, respectively. Joint effusion is the second most frequent joint pathology in inflammatory arthritis seen in 83.8% of the inflammatory arthritis cases. Effusion is seen maximum affecting the sinus tarsi (51%), followed by tibiotalar joint (48.3%). Narváez et al., [2] in their study have mentioned that synovitis is the earliest abnormality to appear in rheumatoid arthritis and effusion is usually associated with synovitis. Bone erosion in juxtaarticular location was seen in 58% of inflammatory arthritis cases. It was involving talonavicular joint in 19.3% of inflammatory arthritis cases, posterior talar calcaneal joint in 13% and tibiotalar joint in 9.6% of inflammatory arthritis cases (Figure 1). Narváez et al., [2] in their study have mentioned that the detection of erosions at MR imaging is important for diagnosis and prognosis in patients with rheumatoid arthritis. MR imaging can assist in making an early diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis by revealing erosions, whose presence constitutes one of the ACR 1987 diagnostic criteria [8].

Fig-1: Sagittal contrast enhanced image shows enhancing synovial thickening with enhancing erosions in the distal tibia and talus.

In our study, 32.2% (n=20) of inflammatory arthritis cases were associated with tenosynovitis. 29% (n=18) of inflammatory arthritis cases were associated with tenosynovitis of flexor hallucis longus tendon and 25.8% (n=16) cases of inflammatory arthritis were associated with tenosynovitis of tibialis posterior tendon. Tenosynovitis of flexor digitorum longus, peroneus and tibialis anterior tendons were seen in 16.1% (n=10), 9.6% (n=6) and 3.2% (n=2) of inflammatory arthritis cases respectively. This is similar to the study conducted by Alsuwaidi M et al., [10], were tenosynovitis of the medial compartment tendons was seen in 28% cases with rheumatoid arthritis. The study of ankle conducted by Javadi et al., [11] also shows that in rheumatoid arthritis, tibialis posterior tendon (33.3% of cases) was most commonly affected by tenosynovitis. In the study conducted by Suzuki T et al., [12] in rheumatoid arthritis patients, ankle tenosynovitis was detected in 46% ankles at medial recess (mainly Tibialis posterior tendons), in 29% ankles at lateral recess (peroneal tendons), and in 10% ankles at anterior extensors. Overall ankle tenosynovitis was observed in 61% ankles. In our study bone marrow edema is the most common bone abnormality in inflammatory arthritis affecting 93.5% of inflammatory arthritis cases. Bone marrow edema was seen affecting talus in 84% (n=52) of inflammatory arthritis cases, calcaneus in 71% (n=44), navicular bone in 61% (n=38) and cuboid in 38.7% (n=24) of inflammatory arthritis cases. Savnik et al., [7] reported the presence of bone marrow edema in 68% cases of established rheumatoid arthritis. Bone collapse is found to be the least common abnormality involving only 12.9% of inflammatory arthritis cases. It was involving navicular bone in 9.6% (n=6) and calcaneus in 3.2% (n=2) of inflammatory arthritis cases. 51.6% (n=32) cases of inflammatory arthritis cases were associated with secondary osteoarthritis. The posterior talar calcaneal
joint was most frequently affected by joint spacereduction (25.8%), subchondral cyst formation (19.3%), subchondral sclerosis (22.5%) and osteophyte formation (9.6%). In our study, 2 cases of inflammatory arthritis were associated with subluxation of 1stmetatarsophalangeal joint and in both cases the first metatarsal head was shifted laterally. 1 case of inflammatory arthritis is associated with subluxation with valgus deformity of interphalangeal joint of great toe. Yamaguchi S et al., [13], in their study, the first metatarsal head shifted medially as hallux valgus angle increased in rheumatoid halluxvalgus, which was similar to the deformity of idiopathic hallux valgus. In our study only 6.4% (n=2) of inflammatory arthritis cases were associated with chronic partial tear of tibialis posterior tendon. Inflammatory arthritis was not associated with chronic partial tear of other tendons. Lateral extra articular hindfoot impingement syndrome is seen in 16.1% (n=10) of inflammatory arthritis cases, of which 2 had chronic partial tear of tibialis posterior tendon and 1 had deltoid ligament tear. In the study conducted by Michelson et al., [14] in their study to assess posterior tibial tendon dysfunction in rheumatoid arthritis, between 13% and 64% of the study population were considered to have posterior tibial tendon dysfunction.

CONCLUSION

The ability of MRI in diagnosing the etiology of musculoskeletal pain is well established. MRI is the only imaging modality, which helps in the complete visualization of bony as well as soft tissue pathology. In our study, the most common finding in inflammatory arthritis was synovitis followed by marrow oedema. MRI should be used as the investigation of choice to both. Contrast enhanced MRI should be performed to differentiate synovial proliferation from joint, effusion in inflammatory arthritis. MRI also helped to detect the tendon involvement, to assess the extend and severity of the disease and also the complications. Finally, MRI should be used for the gold standard for the diagnosis of RA, to evaluate the extent and severity of joint involvement.
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